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ABSTRACT
Over more than fifty years, many research reactors were built to Russian designs both at home and

abroad, which is a considerable contribution to the world reactor engineering. Russian research reactors
proved to be successful to an extent that it was found possible to raise their capacity and to extend the
range of their application. Though having a fairly long operating record, the majority of Russian
research reactors are far from the end of their service life and are still in active use. In 2000 the
"Strategy of nuclear power development in Russia in the first half of the 21s' century" [Ij'was
elaborated and officially approved. The requirements of national nuclear power and the possible ways
of its development identified in this document called for assessing the existing research capabilities
The findings of such assessment are presented in this report. The main conclusion lies in the following.
On the one hand, the number and experimental capabilities of domestic research reactors are sufficient
for coping with the objectives of research in reactor materials, and on the other hand, retrofitting and
upgrading appear to be the most expedient way of managing the operation of research reactors in the
near term. Activities are under way to upgrade and extend the service life of multipurpose reactors such
as MIR-M1, SM-3, IRV-1M, BOR-60, IVV-2M, and others. The Federal Agency of the Russian
Federation for Atomic Energy (Rosatom) supports the development of reactors intended for
fundamental research with the use of neutron beams. To this end, Rosatom renders financial and
professional support with a view to complete the PIK reactor construction at PIYaF and the 1BR-2
reactor upgrades at JINF. In a longer term, the development of research reactors in Russia is expected to
have the following pattern:

- a small number of high-flux testing reactors with up-to-date experimental facilities located on the
sites of the existing research centers;

- PIK reactor, catering to domestic and foreign needs for beam experiments related to nuclear
physics, physics of condensed matter and other fundamental investigations;

- pulse reactors;

- look-out for ADS which has been increasingly attracting interest of late and may prove competitive
with research reactors as neutron sources for some applications.

This report discusses the results of new engineering developments for the reactors to be
retrofitted or upgraded, as well as for the associated various experimental facilities-

« IREN;
• Steam-water loop PVP-3 (reactor MIR-M1);
• Medical channel for BNCT (reactor IRT, MIFI).
Another problem faced by Russian experts lies in deciding on the type and design of a high-

powered versatile research reactor of the next generation. They have 5-10 years to solve this
problem. But Russia is also ready for cooperation in developing a new research reactor, which can
be built in Europe to replace the old facilities that will have to be decommissioned.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Use of research reactors dates back to late 1946, when the F-l reactor reached criticality. F-l

was a truly research reactor.
The world nuclear engineering and technology have made an enormous headway in

development since the time of their advent. On its way, this sector saw both a "nuclear boom" in the
1960-70s and the post-Chernobyl radiophobia in the late '80s. Being an integral part of nuclear
engineering, research reactors went through the same ups and downs. Russia has made a worthy
contribution to reactor engineering and has succeeded in preserving its potential and even
developing it under the difficult social and economic conditions of the last 10-15 years.

Chernobyl as well as social and political shocks left their imprints on the developments of the
1990s. A positive instance to mark that period was upgrading of the SM-2 reactor (now SM-3).
Other research reactors of the former USSR partly fell outside the jurisdiction of the new Russia
while those that remained within its limits either were shut down or had to labor under great
financial difficulties.

The slowdown of the research reactor development and operation enabled all the organizations
concerned - from Rosatom to utilities - to get adapted to new realities. Painful as it was, the
adaptation was an undoubtedly useful process, even if not really completed. Operating research
reactors have undergone or are still going through "natural selection" for their right to exist. At the
same time, safety standards were updated and became even more stringent. Besides, people need
time to get accustomed to new ways of life, and the 1990s were apparently the period of such
psychological assimilation.

Certain progress in development of Russian research reactors has taken shape in recent years,
which has manifested itself in preparations for commissioning of the PIK reactor, in upgrading
projects, as well as in activities aimed at extending the experimental capabilities and the applications
of the operating research reactors. Matters are also facilitated by an increasingly more sensible
public attitude towards nuclear technologies in Russia.

2. CURRENT STATUS OF RESEARCH REACTORS
The Russian Federation possesses 95 nuclear research facilities (NRF), of which 39 are research

reactors of various power, 41 are critical test rigs (CTR) and 15 are subcritical test rigs (SCTR). Of
this number, 64 installations are in operation (including those under upgrades), 1 is under
construction (PIK), and the remaining ones are either mothballed or under decommissioning.

Out of the 39 research reactors, the PIK reactor is under construction, 25 are in operation, 3 are
shut down for upgrading, and 10 are under decommissioning. Upgrading plans have been or are
being developed for some of the operating research reactors, and replacement equipment is being
manufactured. This will permit minimizing the reactor outage time required for dismantling of old
equipment and installation of new components.

The PIK reactor, the only one under construction in Russia, is expected to be ready for
commissioning in about two years.

All the Russian research reactors, except for the IRT-T, are located in the European part of the
country, with their majority found at research and educational centers which have a well-developed
infrastructure and highly competent personnel.

The reactors in service today operate with different use intensity. The utilization factor (UF) of
the most powerful research reactors falls within the range of 0.65-0.90. Nevertheless, Russian
research reactors taken together have a reserve in the time for use, scope of experiments and neutron
beams. Table 1 presents a list of the main research reactors in service.
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Table 1. Main research reactors* in Russia

Name Location Type of reactor Year of commissioning/ Power,
upgrading (MW)

VK-50
SM-3

MIR-M1
BOR-60
RBT-6

Dimitrovgrad
NIIAR

RBT-10/1

BWR-prototype
Tank

Pool/channels
Fast breeder

Pool
Pool

1965
1961/1992
1966/1975

1969
1975
1983

200.0
100.0

up to 100.0
60.0
6.0
10.0

RBT-10/2
IVV-2M
IRV-1M

IR-8
F-1
OP

VVR-M
VVR-TS

IRT-MIFI
IRT-T

IBR-30"
IBR-2
PIK

Zarechny
Moscow region

Moscow,
RRC "KI"

Gatchina, PIYaF
Obninsk
Moscow
Tomsk

Dubna, JINF
Dubna, JINF

Gatchina, PIYaF

Pool
Pool-type IRT
Pool-type IRT
Pool-type IRT
Graphite pile
Tank WWR
Tank WWR
Tank WWR

Pool-type IRT
Pool-type IRT

Fast Pulsed
Fast Pulsed
Tank, heavy

water

1984
1966/1982
1974/now
1957/1981

1946
1960/1989

1959
1964

1967/1975
1967/1984
1969/now
1984/now
2005 (?)

7.0
15.0

2.0/4.0
8.0

0.024
0.3
18.0
15.0
2.5
6.0

0.03/0.022
2.0/2.0
100.0

* Research reactors of low thermal power, including pulse reactors of aperiodic action, are omitted
in the Table.
** In the course of upgrading, the IBR-30 reactor will be transformed to an ADS facility (IREN) -
a resonance neutron source.
In 2002, the number of incidents at nuclear research facilities decreased by about 25 % as against
the figure of 2001, with all the events classed at Level 0 of INES.

3̂  PROSPECTS
On July 31, 2003, the President of the Russian Federation made an explicit statement at a

meeting with VNIIEF scientists in Sarov: "... Russia should and will remain a great nuclear power"
[4]. This means that the Russian nuclear industry and research reactors as its integral part have sure
prospects.

Research reactors support studies on the problems arising in:
• electricity and heat supply,
• basic research,
• areas of nuclear technology application ( in particular, biology, geology, medicine, education,

etc),
• and defense establishment, which is beyond the scope of our discussion.

All the above lines of research pertain to Russian industry as a whole.
Nuclear technology has also its own tasks, for which research reactors are an indispensable tool.

Of primary importance are the problems of safety, issues of the closed fuel cycle and the associated
challenges of radioactive waste management.
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3.1 Nuclear power
On May 25, 2000, the RF Government approved "The Strategy of Nuclear Power Development

in the First Half of the 21s' century" [1], which shows the prospects and identifies the lines of
nuclear power development in the coming 50 years.

Speaking at the 47th Session of the IAEA General Assembly, A.Yu.Rumyantsev, the RF
Minister for Atomic Energy, said: "This May, the Russian Government approved a fundamental
package of documents, to wit - the Energy Strategy of Russia to the year 2020, which defines,
among other things, the role of nuclear power and the parameters of its development...The Strategy
says, and I quote, '... it is deemed expedient to meet the increased demands of the country's
economy for electricity largely by stepping up electricity production at nuclear power plants'.

Under this optimistic scenario, electricity generation by Russian nuclear power plants is to grow
from 140 TWh in 2002 to 195 TWh in 2010 and to 300 TWh by the year 2020. Besides, heat supply
by nuclear energy sources is to rise to 30 million Gcal/year.

As a result, the share of nuclear electricity will grow from 15 % in 2003 to 23% by 2020 (to 32%
in the European part of the country).

In this connection, a whole package of actions is being undertaken in Russia to demonstrate the
feasibility and economic expedience of the work on enhancing the safety of operating nuclear
installations and extending their service life"[5J.

The above measures address a large number of problems ranging from operational safety and
optimization of NPP work cycles to research in reactor materials, which will not be solved without
studies at research reactors.

3.2 Basic research
One of the major factors to hamper development of basic research in Russia is related to

financial problems. However, a steady increase in the federal allocations for this purpose has been
observed in the last three years. Realizing the importance of basic research to Russia, Rosatom has
been rendering substantial financial support to the Russian Academy of Science (RAS) since 1999
with the aim of completing the construction of the PIK reactor which is expected to be ready for
commissioning by the end of 2005.

Since 2000, Rosatom has been providing some funds for upgrading of the IBR-2 reactor located
in Dubna (JINF). The reactor is intended mostly for studying the physics of condensed matter by the
time-of-flight method. Documentation is being developed in a step-by-step manner for individual
components of the reactor equipment. Their manufacture has been partially commenced. It is
planned to shut down the IBR-2 in late 2006 for replacement of components. The modified reactor,
named IBR-2M, is to be brought to power in 2010. It is also planned to replace the booster reactor
IBR-30 with an ADS-type facility, namely, IREN (a source of resonance neutrons) intended for
studies in nuclear physics.

3.3 Applied research
Russian research reactors are potentially able to render services in solving a tremendous number

of problems pertaining to applied research. Such investigations are, in fact, being conducted today,
but the long time taken to recoup the costs of this work and the limited free funds available to
potential customers are restraining rapid advancement in this area. The progress of Russian
economy in the last 2-3 years and optimistic projections for the future give grounds to expect a boost
in such studies. In medicine, for example, beam facilities for medical treatment have already been
designed for use in the WWR-Ts reactor in Obninsk and in the IRT at MIFI.
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3.4 Operation and fuel cycle safety issues
These objectives are of paramount importance to the country with a substantial nuclear

contribution to the total energy balance. That is why safety studies were never discontinued, even
during the most economically difficult period of the 1990s. The projected growth of electricity
generation at Russian NPPs will require new studies and tests with the use of research reactors.
These studies are related to the whole range of problems faced by nuclear power - from
improvement of the currently employed fuel to reprocessing of spent fuel and disposal of radioactive
waste.

For example, with the aim of demonstrating the safety of VVER reactors, the PVP-3 loop-type
facility is being developed for the MIR-M1 reactor. Using a mockup 19-rod fuel assembly (with real
VVER fuel), the facility will allow simulating design-basis and severe loss-of-coolant accidents.

For a number of reasons, disposal of spent fuel is not a problem of vital importance in Russia.
Spent fuel is treated as a strategic reserve for the future nuclear power rather than waste.
Nevertheless, Russia is ready to consider its participation in international projects both in the
capacity of a designer of facilities intended for this purpose and as a country that may offer its
services for conducting experiments at the domestic research reactors.

Lastly, development of the closed fuel cycle technology and of reactors based on the principles
of natural (inherent) safety necessitates extensive investigations, in which Russian research reactors
may also prove very useful.

4. TRENDS
The trends in development of research reactors in Russia are governed by many factors. Among

those, the following three seem to be most significant:
• nuclear power growth rates and direction of development;
» the country's economic status;
© public confidence in safety and usefulness of nuclear power and nuclear technologies.

4.1 Nuclear power growth rates and direction of development
The condition of Russian research reactors was reviewed by a group of Rosatom experts with the

aim of determining the trends and prospects of their development. The work was guided by the
provisions of "The Strategy...'" [1]. The main conclusions and recommendations of the group are as
follows:

• Research reactors are an integral part of nuclear science and engineering; their use is a
prerequisite for safe and efficient operation and development of nuclear power;

« Russia has a mix of various research reactors with a broad spectrum of experimental
capabilities. Russian research reactors are equal to the purpose of dealing with the current and
near-term problems of nuclear power and basic research. The PIK reactor commissioning will
strengthen this position;

• The universal tendency towards obsolescence of research reactors extends to Russia in full
measure.

• Russian research reactors proved to be successful enough to allow extending their
experimental capabilities through upgrading;

• The optimal approach to development of research reactors in the next 10 to 15 years is their
step-by-step retrofitting and upgrading aimed primarily at enhancement of operational safety
and adaptation to the requirements imposed by experiments.
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4.2 The country's economic status
Russian economy has been steadily growing in recent years. The current projections give a

favorable outlook for the future. If they come true, energy consumption will increase in Russia with
the ensuing growth of nuclear contribution to the energy balance of the country. On the other hand,
nuclear power has indisputable advantages in terms of environmental impacts, provided it is free of
severe accidents, which is bound to strengthen its case in Russia.

4.3 Public confidence in safety and usefulness of nuclear power and nuclear technologies
This factor is extremely important because nuclear technologies applied for meeting human needs

and requirements are very efficient and often irreplaceable. In addition to power and heat supply, there
is a wide spectrum of possibilities for solving specific problems, from seawater desalination in arid
regions to radiation medicine. Every success in using nuclear technologies for human needs works
towards building up positive public attitude to nuclear technologies. It goes without saying that any
accident with release of radioactive substances beyond specified limits and, especially, with public
exposure, causes almost irreparable harm to nuclear science and engineering.

4.4 Basic trends in development
In the foreseeable future, the research reactor mix in Russia will include a limited number of the

currently operating upgraded high-flux facilities plus the P1K reactor which will be able to meet the
domestic and foreign needs for beam experiments on the problems of fundamental physics. The
pulse reactor line will also keep on. The ADS facilities will be developed mainly within the
framework of international projects.
Thus, the main trends in development of research reactors may be defined as follows:

• Russian research reactors are fulfilling their current objectives and have a potential for
solving the near-term problems;

• Research reactors have encouraging prospects for development and improvement, which will
be updated depending on the NPP growth rate and the country's economic status;

• The problem of obsolescence of the operating research reactors and of ensuring their safe
operation is being addressed and will be solved in the next 5 to 10 years through upgrading;

• In addition to safety assurance, it is proposed to expand the experimental potential of the
facilities for applied research in the course of upgrading of the operating research reactors;

• One of the reasons for creating a new research reactor in the near future is associated with
the possible development of an energy technology involving a closed fuel cycle and power
reactors of inherent (natural) safety;

• Russian specialists are facing the problem of choosing the type and design of a powerful
research reactor of the next generation, but they have 5 to 10 years to solve it;

• Russia is ready to cooperate with the countries concerned both in the work related to use and
upgrading of operating research reactors and in developing and building research reactors of
the new generation in the future.

5. NEW DEVELOPMENTS FOR UPGRADING OF RESEARCH REACTORS
5.1 Neutron resonance source (IREN) as an example of profound upgrading

The IREN facility [6] is designed for research in nuclear physics by the time-of-flight method within
the resonance region of neutron energies. The facility is being installed in situ, inside the building of
the IBR-30 reactor under decommissioning. The IREN project fully relies on the existing
infrastructure of eight neutron beams with the flight length of 10 to 1000 m, including the
experimental hall and pavilions for measurements.
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The IREN facility operates in the booster mode. Primary energy is generated by the linear
electron accelerator (LUE-200), whose parameters are presented in Table 2. The fuel blanket and
tungsten target parameters are also found in this Table.

Table 2. IREN facility characteristics

Parameter Description/Value
Basic parameters of LUE-200 accelerator:

- electron beam power, kW; 10.0
- electron energy, MeV; 200
- pulse current, A; 1.5
- pulse duration, ns; < 250
- pulse frequency, Hz; 150
- average acceleration gradient, MeV/m; ~35
- number of accelerator sections . 2

Basic characteristics of subcritical assembly:
- maximum multiplication factor (Keff); <0.98
- fission power, kWth; up to 12
- fuel; Pu
- fuel rod diameter, mm; 11.2

fuel section height, mm; 180
- number of fuel rods in subcritical assembly; up to 180
- coolant; helium
- end reflector in fuel rods; . W(10B)2

- side reflector; Ta (10B)2

effective fast neutron pulse duration, (is; 0.42
- neutron generation rate, 1/s. 1015

Converter target parameters:
- target material; W
- target diameter, mm; 38
- target location; in SCA center
- thermal power, kW; <10.0
- coolant. £, helium

The general view of the facility is presented in Fig.l, while Fig.2 gives a 3-D image of the sub-
critical assembly with the target.
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Fig. 1. IREN facility
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5.2 PVP-3 steam-water loop (MIR-M1 reactor)
The PVP-3 loop-type facility [7] is planned for use in the MIR-M1 reactor located in

Dimitrovgrad. It is designed for integrated in-pile simulation studies on design-basis events
(including ultimate design-basis accident) and beyond-design-basis (severe) accidents initiated by
loss of coolant as applied to the VVER reactors. The purpose of the studies is to obtain reliable
experimental information for verification and validation of computer codes employed in
demonstrating safe operation of the VVERs. A conceptual sketch of the PVP-3 facility is given in
Fig.3.
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Fig.3 The PVP-3 loop-type facility configuration

The equipment marked in yellow is located in free rooms available in the MIR-M1 reactor
building. The experimental channel is installed inside the reactor core. Technical characteristics of
the facility are given in Table 3.

Table 3. PVP-3 characteristics

Parameter
Location
Thermal power (DBA/SA), kW
Number of fuel rods in mock-up assembly
Height of active portion in mock-up assembly, mm
Fuel mass in mock-up assembly, kg
Experimental channel diameter, mm
Water loop parameters:

- pressure, MPa
- flow rate, m3/h
- water temperature at loop channel inlet, °C

Description/Value
MIR-M1 reactor

max. 500/max. 100
up to 19

1000
up to 15
up to 130

max. 16.0
up to 10.0
up to 290
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Gas loop parameters:
working fluid

- working pressure, MPa
working fluid flow rate, g/s

- maximum achievable temperature of working fluid, °C

superheated steam, helium
max. 3.5
up to 3.0

up to 2300
Simulated conditions:

normal operation
ultimate design-basis accident
severe fuel damage due to loss of coolant

NO
UDBA

SFD
Discharge tank capacity, m

The PVP-3 facility will add substantially to the MIR-M1 reactor capabilities in terms of investigating
the safety of W E R fuel.

5.3 NCT channel (IRT reactor at MIFI)
The purpose of setting up a neutron beam facility in the IRT reactor (MIFI) is implementation of the

neutron-capture therapy technology (NCT) for treatment of localized tumors in organs, which defy
treatment by other methods.

The NCT channel is located in the thermal column niche of the IRT reactor and is designed to bring
out a neutron beam of required parameters in a reliable and safe way to the irradiation room
(experimental hall) over a distance of 2.65 m from the core center:
F,= 3.6- 109cm'2-c:Fe t=l.l • 109cm"2 • c;Dn = 3.1 • 10'13 Gy cm :, ^Y

F t - thermal flux; Fet - epithermal flux; Dn - fast neutron dose; DY - photon dose.
The channel consists of the following basic components (Figs. 4 and 5):

beam formation area, including an aluminum-containing unit and a lead guard (50 mm);
- turning slide-valve with a neutron guide, covered with a lead shield (40 mm), in a thin (1 mm)

zirconium casing;
- emergency cut-off slide-valve;

collimating device.

Gycm2 ;DY = 15- 10'n • Gy • cm2.

Reactor con-

Graphite I - ' f M H

igfcj 20:'i mm

Fig.4. Horizontal cross-section
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Turning slide-valve Emergency slide-valve

Fig.5. Vertical cross-section

The current plan is to produce drawings for manufacturers and to start fabrication of equipment
before the end of 2004.
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